






On-going Member Education introduces the addition of 
push notifications, a “Help” section within the main 
navigation, and checklists at three major pain points along 
the user journey: the beginning of a reservation, the end of 
a reservation, and fueling up.  

These features complement the new Zipster’s onboarding 
by providing contextual and experiential coaching through 
their first few drives until they become experienced 
members. Our goal is to reduce the member ticket / call 
rate and ultimately ensure a delightful and seamless 
experience, upholding Zipcar’s brand reputation as a 
provider of simple and relevant tech-driven solutions.

While a comprehensive FAQ section already exists on the 
website, most members seek information regarding 
driving trips when a problem arises on the road. A mobile 
solution will allow them to access relevant information at 
the time they most need it and will reduce dependence on 
the call option.

Currently, a significant number of calls to Member 
Services involve member-based service degradations, e.g. 
car not clean, gas-related issues, and walkaround 
damage, as well as late returns. Collectively, these issues 
account for about 15% of all call center tickets recorded 
over the last 12 months — a total of 692,925 individual 
calls serviced by the call center. 

In addition, we receive 28,080 calls a year about getting 
reimbursement for gas. Some members are not aware that 
each zipcar carries a gas card that covers the cost of 
fueling up, despite being informed during the onboarding, 
while others prefer to pay first and get reimbursed later in 
order to avoid the multi-step process.  

This data highlights three areas by which we can increase 
member satisfaction as well as save on costs associated 
with servicing calls. 
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User Research
Overview:

User research was conducted through a series of contextual inquiries and user 
interviews in conjunction with specific data on call center tickets and client anecdotes. Three 
inquiries were done, one with a non-member, one with an infrequent user, whose last 
experience with Zipcar was several months prior, and one with an inactive user who is 
transitioning into an active Zipcar user. The transitional user was only used to learn about the 
fueling up process. 

Only two in-person interviews were conducted, both with frequent Zipcar users. 
However, brief questions asked during user testing assisted in building an understanding of 
Zipsters and their needs.

The following will give a brief overview of use cases, users’ experiences, and relevant 
call center data that helped determine which areas were the most important in member 
education.  The attached spreadsheet contains more specific data from the contextual inquiries.

use cases mentioned:
• running errands

• deliveries for business

• long-distance road trips

• “laziness”

• picking up people from the airport

• visiting significant others

• getting off campus

• traveling to work sites

• moving

new member:
The non-Zipcar member was evaluated through contextual inquiry. A reservation was 

made for him and he was then asked to proceed through the reservation from start to finish. His 



overall experience was quite negative—he first felt confused, which escalated into annoyed and 
angry. He claimed that he would not use Zipcar again.

infrequent user:
The infrequent Zipcar member was evaluated through contextual inquiry. A reservation 

was made for him and he was then asked to proceed through the reservation from start to finish. 
His overall experience was quite negative—he first felt confused, which escalated into annoyed 
and angry. He claimed that he would not use Zipcar again.

transitional user — getting gas:
Due to our users’ time constraints, we were unable to ask them to go through the 

process of getting gas. I went simply to understand the process, and found that my experience 
was fraught with confusion, despite having heard the process spoken several times. Due to my 
exposure, I had a general idea of what I needed to do, but still found myself going back and 
forth into the car to gather information, like my Zipcar and the odometer reading. Though I 
completed the process successfully, many of my decisions were made with a “hope for the best” 
attitude. 

frequent users:
The two frequent users interviewed reserve a Zipcar at least once a month for a range of 

uses. Neither ever does a walk-around at the start of the reservation, though neither had ever 
been in a situation where significant damage could be seen. Both had difficulties with the fueling 
up process, however these situations were not process related. In one case, the user’s gas 
number had faded and was unreadable; in the other case, the gas station did not accept the 
Zipcar gas card, and the user had to call to ask to be reimbursed. Regarding education, one 
user originally saw a video on “how Zipcar works” and the other repeatedly referred to a FAQ 
page that made everything clear. Overall, both enjoy using Zipcar and would recommend it to a 
friend if appropriate. 



call center tickets:
In the years 2012-2013, nearly 10% of all calls the call center were related to basic 

member education and easy reporting. These can be considered “self-healing” issues if users 
are given an easy and appropriate outlet to submit this information.

Agent ticket categories (see Call Center & IVR Supporting Documents pp. 9-11)

If calls are estimated to be $3.20 each, then the total cost of potentially “self-healing” calls for 
years 2012-2013 equates to $592,627. Essentially, Zipcar spent over a quarter of a million 
dollars each year on potentially unnecessary calls.

Total Calls 2012-13 Percentage of All Calls

Car not clean 37754 2.03

Minor damage 32858 1.76

Tank less than ¼ full 25370 1.36

Maintenance/Repair — warning 
lights

21010 1.13

Maintenance/Repair — 
nonworking lights

1199 0.06

Maintenance/Repair — A/C or 
heater

647 0.03

Maintenance/Repair — radio/
power outlet/aux cable

4918 0.26

Maintenance/Repair — wiper 
blades/fluid/scraper

2210 0.12

Maintenance/Repair — 
Alignment/brakes/steering/
unusual noises

6988 0.38

Gas/car wash reimbursement 4641 0.25

Comment/Complaint 47601 2.56

Total 185196 9.94



Manual Agent Collection Data (see Call Center & IVR Supporting Documents pp. 12-14)

Most Recent Call Center Information (see Call Center - Last 12 Month Overview)

Discussion:
There is a very distinct difference in reception between new or infrequent users, and the 

frequent users.  The major pain points felt by the newer users were mostly due to confusion 
about the Zipcar process. This simply validates the need for better member education as the 
frequent users had a much better overall experience.

Percent of Res. Info and 
Create/Update Res

Percent of All Calls

How much gas to leave 0.2 0.1

Scan out question 1.5 0.6

How to lock/unlock 0.5 0.2

How to use gas card 3.0 1.1

Something minor wrong with car 0.5 0.2

Total 5.7 2.2

Ticket Topics Last 12 Months Percent of Total Cost (at $3.20 $/call)

Car not clean 93,404 2.0 298,892.8

Gas related issue 106,128 2.3 339,609.6

Walk-around damage 142,657 3.1 456,502.4

Other service 
degredation

76,742 1.6 245,574.4

Service needed 96,291 2.1 308,131.2

Total 515,222 11.1 $1,648,710.40



However, the frequent users still failed to complete all steps in the Zipcar process, 
specifically the initial walk-around, and any steps needed at the end of the reservation. 
Furthermore, they each had difficulty with at least one trip to get gas. 

Data from the call center showed that a significant proportion of calls are basic questions 
about the process and requirements. Assuming that the 5.7% of reservation-related callers in 
2012-2013 represent a small fraction of members with these questions, we can estimate that a 
significant proportion of Zipsters are struggling to figure out exactly what they need to be doing. 

A more recent analysis found that service degradations and general comments that 
service is needed accounted for 11.1% of all calls in the last 12 months. Again, it is evident that 
members do not understand the processes and requirements of the Zipcar community.

We therefore chose to focus in on the start of the reservation, the end of the 
reservation, and the process of fueling up the car. 



CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY

contextual inquiry



Contextual Inquiry

Pain Points Harry (new) Michael (infrequent) Sarah (infrequent)

UI / general 
experience

thought Oneway was a parameter 
(versus “round-trip”)

annoyed that clicking “Oneway” took 
him to a website

wasn’t sure why had to log-in within the 
application and not just at the start-up

costs “estimated cost” made him feel 
apprehensive about potential hidden 
costs

finding the 
car

no identifying info — had to 
assume a license plate 
number from confirmation 
email

colors are mis-matched interpreted stock photo in app as the 
image of his reserved car — colors did 
not match

lack of Zipcar signage & 
identifiers on & around car

reporting 
damage

unclear how to do it (didn’t even think to do this at 
beginning)

never remembers to do this

no reminders to do it wanted to do right thing but didn’t want 
to waste his booked time

did not like being grouped together with 
people who caused damage (he was 
just reporting existing damage)

unlocking 
car

only indication of unlock was 
a quiet noise

difficult to understand where 
transponder is

transponder is slow

getting gas believed to be his financial responsibility had no idea where to start despite 
hearing spoken instructions earlier

believed was required to return with a 
full tank

only knew where gas card was 
because had to find the parking pass 
before

annoyed that had to get back in the 
car & start engine to read odometer

had to open “Notepad” app on phone 
to record odometer reading

had no idea where odometer was in 
car — number seemed really low

pay screen at pump asked for zipcar 
number, not gas number

unsure what grade of gas to use

unsure how far to fill it

timing would call Zipcar to alert them if he was 
going to be late

uses “extend by” text every time

did not recall an “extend reservation” 
option

confused as to why “extend by” text is 
sent in first 20 minutes of a 1 hr 
reservation

ending 
reservation

is locking enough?

wasn’t sure if “completed” the 
reservation or if missed a 
step

NPS result detractor detractor



BRANDS

BIO 

David is a busy professional who likes to get out of the city on the 
weekends. This weekend he wants to go hiking with his cousins in 
New Hampshire and admire the beautiful foliage. Unfortunately he 
doesn’t own a car, but fortunately he has a Zipcar membership. 

David has driven a Zipcar once or twice, but doesn’t really remember 
the process. He’s also not sure about where to go to find help.

TECHNOLOGY
IT and Internet

Software

Mobile Apps

Social Networks

“Buses, trains, you can live without 
Zipcar but It’s just nice to have freedom 

of movement.”

FRUSTRATIONS
 Confusion about starting the reservation

Incurring unexpected fees 
Feels uneasy when ending a reservation

Standing around the fuel station figuring out how to pay

GOALS

Avoid the hassle of maintaining a car
Travel in a cost-effective way

IMAGE
(235 x 205px)

MOBILITY PROFILE
Public Transportation

Daily Commute
Uber

Enjoying the City
Plane

Ocassional Visit to Parents
Zipcar

Weekend Excursions

Social Active Open to Trying New Things

ARCHETYPE the Ideal Novice

TIER an infrequent user

LOCATION Cambridge, MA
STATUS Single

OCCUPATION SEO Marketing

AGE 36

USER PERSONALASTFIRST  an urban zipsterSMITHDAVID
MOTIVATIONS

Exploring the region and spending more time in nature

Spending time with his friends and family

Trying out a cool, environmentally-conscious transportation option
Fear of commitment involved with buying a car
Making the most out of his weekends

The ability to leave the city whenever he wants



journey maps



JOURNEY MAP: CURRENT - NEW/INFREQUENT MEMBERS
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JOURNEY MAP: MEMBER EDUCATION PROPOSAL
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Paper Prototyping v1
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CONTEXTUAL INQUIRY

user testing



Start Reservation — User Testing — v2

General Impressions Expectations Concerns Damage Reporting — Actions Damage Reporting — Impressions

Notification just a reminder click & see info of reservation what does “copilot” mean?

straightforward where car is wording feels like are ready to drive

smart info on the car if gets message, is still on way to car

walks through steps of opening the car, 
etc

unclear when would appear

Screens straightforward screen matches expectations (“yeah, 
sure”)

expected to see where car is, kind of 
car, picture of car

would click “something wrong? 
report it here” to report problems 
with the car

likes “somthing wrong? report it here” 
— option for what to do if there is a 
problem

likes icons and layout carrots lead to in-depth info or second 
screen 

“see something wrong” link is unclear assume would take pictures (useful 
bc include timestamps)

good way to report stuff to Zipcar

visual representation —ie damage —> reporting does it go to same place as clicking 
the other options?

all would use app to report damages

clear —ie gas —> how to fill up tank didn’t see at first one would call Zipcar, but found in-app 
reporting useful especially when in a 
rush (all the details are already 
associated with the account)

“is it clean”, “does it have gas”, “check for 
damage” make sense

what qualifies as “damage”?

don’t want to get charged for something, 
esp. damages

most gas gauges don’t turn on until 
engine is started

“good to go” will continue with reservation has to assume user is already in the car

what does “honk me” mean?

“good to go” —> unclear if in car 
already or looking at the reservation to 
start it



Fuel Up — User Testing — v2

General Impressions Expectations — Correct Expectations 
— Incorrect

Concerns Suggestions UI / Noticed Later UI / General Learned

Notification assumes is time-related 
prompt

expects to see gas tutorial 
when slides open

annoying if used ZC every day

general “remember to get 
gas” reminder

—would be OK if could turn it off

did not expect a follow-up screen

Screens understands purpose in 
context that Zipcar is a 
community of members that 
take care of one another

where to find gas card kind of gas confused by gas card vs gas number wants pictures in the “more 
details”

that overview was clickable positive response suprised to see that 
Zipcar pays for gas

how to use gas card —thinks are the same let users extend their 
reseration for 15min for free to 
get gas

didn’t think to look above until it was 
mentioned in the directions

copy is helpful for finding 
stuff

didn't used to know 
where gas card was 
when used Zipcar

? button will lead to more details 
if user has trouble finding 
something

wouldn’t look at grayed out part 
because looking for how to pay for 
gas instead

tell users to fill up tank instead of 
filling to 1/4 minimum

“Oh, what you’ll need, it says it right 
below”

odometer reading and gas # 
stuck out the most

wouldn’t know what an 
odometer is

walk-through process for filling up 
the car

live odometer reading in the 
app



End Reservation — User Testing — v2

General Impressions Expectations Concerns Damage Reporting — “see something 
wrong?”

Notification pleasant surprise slide to see what are last slides & what to 
do to continue

see “check-out” list with “lock and finish” 
thing (user already went through the end 
section without the notification)

Screens not boring all would hit “Finish & lock” to end 
reservation

didn’t see “Finish & Lock” immediately would use to report small problems 
(wouldn’t count them as “damages”)

like “Finish & Lock” expects “Finish & Lock” to lock & beep might walk away from car before sees 
this

would report damage within the 
other 3 categories

makes sense for the end of a 
reservation

—pop up animation or celebration screen nobody will report damage expects to leave comment

confirmation screen is “fine” “done” screen is visible for a few seconds & 
then fades out

unclear what damage requires a call to 
zipcar and what doesn’t

expected only to be for car damage

—goes back to opening navigation expected an end notification expected to be damage report flow



End Reservation — User Testing — v2

FOB Continue Res Concerns

makes sense that it is 
present during reservation

clicks “good to go” to continue reservation doesn’t understand what “copilot” is

horn is useful if car is lost in 
parking lot

would click “honk to unlock me” to start 
reservation

“where I live” makes more sense before 
the “start reservation” checklist

understands what buttons 
mean

believed horn button to be 
panic button at first



End Reservation — User Testing — v2

General Impressions Expectations Concerns Learned

Extend Reservation 
Notification

understands that can extend 
reservation through the app

expect to see car FOB after 
confirms changes

Copilot Screen good to see list of stuff 
considered as “damage”

expected it to be more 
navigation-y

never heard of 6 rules until 
now

makes sense as help menu



User Testing:  v. 2
overview:

User testing was done on three urban-dwelling individuals. One user frequently uses 
Zipcar, one has not used it in several years but at the time used it on a regular basis, and the 
final user has never used Zipcar.

notifications:
Their responses to the notifications was generally positive. It was mentioned that they 

would be annoying to a daily Zipcar user, but the option to turn off notifications alleviated this 
concern. Otherwise, notifications were considered to be helpful reminders.

main user flow:
Reactions to the main screens and user flow was also fairly positive, though there were 

some areas of confusion. Expectations were generally met once the user became familiar with 
the structure of the application. Points of confusion appeared to have been mostly due to 
unclear copy.

Reporting damages, however, was a confusing point for all users at different points in 
the user flow. It was unclear to them what qualified as damage worth reporting, and which 
“report a problem” link or button variation to use. In general, all users claimed that they would 
use the application to report damages over calling Zipcar, and appreciated an outlet to report 
problems. 

The “Fuel Up” section had a very positive response, presumably because getting gas 
has been a significant pain point to many Zipcar members. Their expectations almost exactly 
matched what actually existed in the application, though some users took longer to find the 
information they were seeking. Interestingly, both the infrequent user and non-member learned 
completely new information, including who pays for gas, where to find the gas card, and what an 
odometer is. 



Screen here
256x454

Start Notification How to start your res

Check car’s clean

What damage to report

Check car has gas

How to get reimbursed

Buckle up - temp screen

Check for damage Check for gas card

Start Screens



Screen here
256x454

Gas Notification Gas Info

Image of where to find gas ID#

To-do @ the pump

Thank you!

Overview of gas What you’ll need to fill up

Gas Screens



Screen here
256x454

Extend Notification If slide left Extend from lockscreen Or swipe right and extend in app

Extend Screens



Screen here
256x454

End Notification How to end your res

Check car’s clean Check for minor damages

You’re good to go! - temp screen

Return to the right spot

End Screens



Screen here
256x454

Edited Main Menu Main Drive Screen

Copilot Screen 6 Simple Rules Screen

6 Simple Rules Extended Screen

Using Zipcar Screen

Settings Screen Help Screen

Education  Housed In-App



Zipcar
Annotated Wires



New Help topic 
for members 
access an FAQ 

New Settings Area 
housing “Sign Out” 
along member account 
info



Key Fob with New End 
Reservation option Helps users for specific 

quandaries during a 
reservation. Such as what 
type of gas for their 
reserved car. Etc.



User will be brought to 
new end reservation 
guide which allows them 
Lock and Finish



Brings user a guide 
of the 6 simple rules

New auto 
hint/complete 
search bar

Guide to walk 
through the 
basics for gas

General how 
to use Zipcar



Guide to the 6 Simple 
Rules. To help remind 
members basic ground 
rules and foster member 
empathy.



Explanation of filling up 
gas which also helps 
the next member



Basics on how to lock 
and unlock the car

Basics of returning 
the car

What to report and 
how for damages

Parking solutions

General how 
to use Zipcar



Settings for members 
to review and change 
basic account info

Dedicated Sign Out 
button which lives in a 
section more closely 
tied to user account



FAQ for member to 
reference more in-
depth Zipcar topics

Contextually relevant large 
call button to allow 
members to contact Zipcar 
if problems or issues were 
to arise. 



Push notification to educate 
and remind members of what 
to do at start of reservation 



Steps to remind 
members what do 
at the beginning of 
their trip

Gives members a 
way to acknowledge 
and move forwardText link to report 

major damage



Details clarifying 
what to specific to 
report for damages

Reminder for members to 
check for damages before 
their trip.



List to highlight 
what major things 
to report



Reminds members to 
check for cleanliness

Option to report



Explanation of filling 
up which also helps 
the next member

Option to report



Category opens but 
allows for scroll ability



Option to report

Explanation on where the gas 
card is and if it is missing.

Link to Reimburse 
screen



Directions to help 
members understand 
the gas reimbursement 
process



After “Good to Go” has been 
clicked.  The member is 
brought to this splash screen 
to acknowledge them for 
their efforts



Based off of the diagnostics 
of  the car. Push notification 
will alert member to fill up on 
gas through the provided gas 
card



Explanation to have 
members take all 
their belongings with 
them and keep the 
car clean



Primes members of 
general overview 



Show’s the members the 
specific odometer for the 
reserved car they choseText link that shows a 

module of an example 
of your

Auto populates 
the reserved 
car’s odometer 

Primes members what 
they will need and how 
to use the gas card



Module close up 
of gas ID number 



Steps to educate 
members on how to 



Splash screen to 
acknowledge members 
for filling up the gas



Notification which appears to 
members when it’s 15 minutes 
before the end of reservation. 
Swiping left will reveal an 
“Extend” button.

Swiping right will bring 
members to the traditional 
change reservation 



Extend button to allows 
members to go to an 
overlay of the notification 
to extend their reservation 



Clicking “Extend” from the Extend 
reservation notification brings the 
member to this screenOption to increase by 

30 min increments. Up 
to 90 min.

Overlay can be exited 
by tapping anywhere 
in the vacant black 
area on the screen



Change Reservation can be 
access in the Drive menu or 
extend reservation notification



New push notification 
that is sent to members 
20 minutes before their 
end of reservation



Allows members to clearly 
identify that they are ending 
their reservation as well as 
locking the car at the same time.

Overview to remind 
members tasks in 
which they should go 
over before ending 
their reservation



Explanation let 
members 
understand Zipcar 
parking protocol



Explanation to have 
members take all 
their belongings with 
them and keep the 
car cleanOption to report



Category drops down to 
reveal check boxes for minor 
problems to report. 

Text link to report 
major damage

Once finished clicking the Lock 
and Finish will send whatever 

fields the user has checked off 
to Zipcar’s backend. 



Finish screen to acknowledge 
that member has successfully 
ended their reservation 
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